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Bookable eSIM for Better Travel
Celitech enables travel & hospitality
companies to offer award-winning
cellular data service, generate new
ancillary revenues and 4-5x ROI.

OVERVIEW
Challenges
65% of int'l travelers turn
off expensive data roaming,
missing many experiences
Local travelers need to
connect new devices, like a
tablet for a road trip or a
laptop for remote work

Solutions
Travelers can bundle an
eSIM during trip booking,
save 90% on data roaming,
& avoid a new mobile plan
Providers achieve 4-5x ROI
and use eSIM analytics to
offer in-destination services
Providers may sponsor eSIM
as new loyalty perk

BACKGROUND
Last decade Wi-Fi used to be called the "new bottled water".
Nowadays mobile travelers need cellular data to always stay
connected and enjoy travel in new, safe ways.
Embedded SIM (eSIM) feature is already in over 1.2b devices,
allowing activation of wireless plans using QR codes. Celitech
has pioneered a programmable eSIM platform enabling travel
service providers to seamlessly offer or bundle eSIM services,
and better upsell and engage with travelers locally & globally.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Celitech proprietary platform offers its B2B customers:
A programmable eSIM API and dashboard, allowing easy
deployment of eSIM service to any website or mobile app
An SOC-2 compliant, US-hosted platform with the world's
most secure eSIMs utilizing 20-digit QR codes
High quality of service & coverage provided by top wireless
networks incl. AT&T, Vodafone, Telefonica, and Orange
A variety of API endpoints enabling the seamless bundleability of eSIM during the booking process or as a separate
service that can be linked to loyalty & engagement metrics
eSIM analytics that facilitate sales of extra ancillary & indestination services and promotions while staying
compliant with privacy regulations like CCPA and GDPR
Zero setup fees with no minimum order quantities
Affordable prices starting at $6/eSIM (excluding volume
discounts), with partners adding their own markups
"A+" rated (by BBB) and award-winning service, named as

“Celitech eSIM platform is the
most forthcoming solution we've
seen so far in the market.”
VP of a leading travel group

the "Overall Wireless Broadband Solution of the Year"

SELECTED CUSTOMERS

"It's super easy to get started. I
love how the it can be used not
only in the US but also globally."
CEO of a leading travel app

Interested to see our live demo or request a trial? Reach out today via info@celitech.com
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